LA STYLE WEST COAST SWING : ADVANCED CLASS
Now that you have a solid understanding of all basic patterns, technique and concepts of variations/extensions under
your belt, how do you continue to advance your dance? This class takes your dance skill to yet another level w/sync
opations, musicality ideas and advanced concepts/patterns that will enhance your dance and create your own style.

Mondays - 7 PM - 8:00 PM Goldcoast Ballroom $12 Per Person
Practice Session IncludedStudents may stay and practice
or dance with their classmates
when class ends from 8-8:30
Instructors are circulating as
needed to help class students.
Masks recommended, but not req.

No Rotating/Partner Necessary
Bruce and Beth Perrotta are both
certified by the GSDTA as dance
instructors.
For further information on their
classes and schedule, please go to
www.dansynergy.com
For private sessions, call
Bruce 954-464-9210
Beth
561-346-8233

Prerequisite -Successful Completion of our “BEYOND the Basics class” OR the
demonstration of following or leading such class content. All basic patterns, technique and content from our first 2 classes will be assumed and built upon. You will
need a solid understanding of all basics, including at least 4 basic whips, basic
understanding of footwork variations and concept of simple syncopations, pattern
extensions and how to comfortably and safely complete, follow and/or lead turns.
The information we present is designed to teach the student how to use advanced
following/leading skills. With the use of match resistance and sustained connection
dancers will be able to lead/follow unfamiliar movements with any partner while also
creating contrast with speed or height. In this class we will also combine multiple
patterns together and teach basic musical structure as it relates to musicality in
WCS. This allows for music interpretation, follower “play” and hitting breaks. Instructors must approve entry to this “Advanced Class” and may require a dance with
instructor to demonstrate pre-requisite skills prior to class entry.

